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Minecraft is a culture all its own and to say that there are games like Minecraft is probably false. However, there are things about Minecraft that some people don't like, but like the idea in general. If you want actual Minecraft for Android, you can download Minecraft here! The official Minecraft app now has cross-platform support for PC and
Xbox One, and it's getting harder and harder for competitors to keep up. However, for those who want to try something different, here are the best games like Minecraft for Android.BlockheadsLostMinerPixel WorldsSurvivalcraft 1 and 2TerrariaBlockheadsPrice: Free to Play Blockheads is a 2D/3D mix game that is a mixture between
Minecraft standard and platform games. It also has Sims feel to it. You need to make sure that Blockhead eats, sleeps and stays relatively healthy. Like Minecraft, you can collect resources, create and explore a procedurally created world. You can even do things like paint or ride donkeys. It's not quite like Minecraft, but the similarities
certainly are. Those looking for simpler games like Minecraft can probably start here. LostMinerPrice: Free /$1.99LostMiner is very similar to Terraria. It uses 2D style of play, but still includes things like mining, construction and crafting different things. You can also find bad guys, animals and other items as you play. The graphics won't
win any rewards, but they match the style of the game pretty well. Most of the complaints are error-related, but it's an indie game, so expect a bit. However, the game is relatively inexpensive and surprisingly fun to play. Pixel WorldsPrice: Free playPixel Worlds is a fun combination of MMO and Minecraft (or, more specifically, Terraria).
Players play in a 2D world with a variety of mining and craft mechanics. However, there are also dungeons to explore and other things. What makes it unique is the inclusion of other players in the game. You can join servers that are already in development, or start your own for other players to join. It's a unique experience and it's also a
cross-platform with PC and Mac.Survivalcraft 1 and 2Price: $3.99Survivalcraft is one of the closest Minecraft style games you can find. You end up moored on the shore of the planet block. The goal is to build things, craft things, make weapons, protect yourself, grow plants and all that. It also goes that special step further where you can
build functioning machines that actually do things. In addition, you can play with three players in split-screen mode if you play on a device that can handle it. Survivalcraft 2 hasn't seen an update since 2017, so we're a little concerned that it's declined, he's playing well right now. TerrariaPrice: $4.99Teraria is Minecraft's closest competitor.
It has many of the same elements including mining, crafting, surviving, and killing a random boss. However, this is it occurs in 2D space instead of 3D space like Minecraft. The game includes multiplayer with up to seven other players, over 20 biomes to explore, various NPCs to look for, and more. It hasn't been here for a year or two
because it hasn't received an update in a very long time. However, it seems the developers are back on the ball now. If we missed any of the best games like Minecraft for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also check out our latest apps and game lists here! Minecraft is one of the most popular games in the world. It's
available for most platforms. Its simple premise is easy to pick up and understand. The game is suitable even for all ages. Because of this, the community of the game is huge. Many of them have different tips and tricks, fashions, additions and other content to improve the game. Some of them even have Android apps. We wrote this
article in July 2017. Since then, Minecraft has undergone some huge changes. For example, it dropped the nickname Pocket Edition and now works on a cross-platform with PC and Xbox One. However, it seems that developers have been able to update their applications and keep up with the massive changes. Here are the best
Minecraft apps on Android.Price: Free (with ads)Addons and Fashion for Minecraft is a developer on Google Play. Take a wild guess what these developers are doing? The developer's collection includes seven fashion packages in total. The selection includes maps, texture packs, general fashions, server mods, skins, and seeds. Each
one is its own app, so you have to download each one yourself. All of them are free to download and use, and some of the options are pretty nice. Addons for MinecraftPrice: FreeAddons for Minecraft is an app for Minecraft. It has different additions. These excellent little fashions allow you all kinds of things. You can change how mobs
look, how your world looks, and more. You can add special items, whole worlds, and more. It's easy enough to use. Just select the add-on you want and hit the set. It should be available the next time you open the game. There are some additional instructions in the app as well. There are many interesting mods here. You can pick it up for
free without shopping in the app. Builder for Minecraft PEPrice: Free/$2.49Builder for Minecraft PE is one of The Most Popular Minecraft Apps. Here's how it works. You can create things inside this app. We're talking about buildings, structures, houses and things like that. Players can port these items directly to your Minecraft: Pocket
Edition game. It also has a selection of pre-built creations for you to use as well. It's even a backup. map in case you mess things up. The pro version removes ads and adds a few extra features. The developer also has some other Minecraft apps that don't look too bad. MinecraftPrice: $6.99 with in-app purchasesMinecraft is the game
that most most Minecraft apps work. It also helps that the game gets frequent updates with lots of new content. They abandoned the nickname Pocket Edition at the end of 2017. This version of the game now works with the PC and Xbox One edition of the game. In fact, you can play in the same world on all three platforms now. This
includes things like downloadable content, extra stuff, and you can rent Minecraft servers now. Most of the apps on the list still work with the mobile version of the game, at least. Otherwise, not too much has changed. You get the game for $6.99 and there are various in-game items that you can buy through in-app purchases. Fashion
Master for Minecraft PEPrice: Free/$0.99Mod-Master for Minecraft PE is another of the more powerful Minecraft apps. This one acts as an installer for your mods. It can install almost any addition, mod, map, seeds, server and more. It can even create servers for you and your friends. The app also comes with information. You can find
things like developing recipes and more information. It even has a plethora of cards, including survival, adventure, parkour, and PvP cards. There are also textural packages. There's a lot of things here. It's a free download. You can get a pro version for $0.99 as an in-app purchase. Fashions for Minecraft PEPrice: Free with in-app
purchasesMods for Minecraft PE is a pretty decent selection of different mods for, well, Minecraft. Some of the mod packages include strong zippers, more aggressive mobs, a chair, a sofa, a TV, dinosaurs, and even a FNAF mode. In addition, there are several tools that will help you change things further and customize the fashions as
you add them. He also has a world editor. This one is free to use with some optional purchases in the app if you want to use them. The mod installer for MinecraftPrice: FreeMods for Minecraft is another of Minecraft's modder apps. It boasts the ability to install a bunch of mods and add-ons. You can view fashion by surf or by category.
They have to set themselves, not too much hassle. The developer notes that you will need a BlockLauncher installed as well for things to go smoothly. Many players already have BlockLauncher installed and this is one of the best Minecraft apps as well. Anyway, it's good for what he does. It's also free to download and use as long as you
don't mind a few ads. Skins Editor 3DPrice: FreeSkins Editor 3D is one of the most competent Minecraft skin editing apps. You can create and edit your skins through an app with a somewhat decent editor interface. He old and new skins (64×32 and 64×64, respectively) and you can find another 20,000 skins online if you don't want to edit
your own. The app is quite simple. You load the skin, edit it the way you want, save it, and then use it in the game. The app is also free with advertising. Minecraft PEPrice Toolkit: FreeToolbox for Minecraft PE PE Well, a tool with a bunch of mods and other items to play. Some of the features include being able to heal yourself instantly,
go from creative to survival and back when you want in the game, and there is even a teleportation function. Some people complain about the quick build mode, but otherwise the toolkit seems to work pretty well. The app is also completely free without in-app purchases. There may be ads, however. UTK.io Minecraft PEPrice: FreeUTK.io
is one of the great Minecraft apps for texture package enthusiasts. It can do more than textured packages. The app can also download maps, fashions and skins. However, a great feature for this is the texture package editor. You can change almost any texture package to look like you want. The editor is easy enough to use, although it
will take a bit to get used to. It also comes with a leather maker, a texture-creator pack, and an in-game tuner to customize the actual mechanics of the game. Things like the texture package editor are not super powerful. However, these are definitely things you don't see every day. The ads are also a little annoying. If we missed any great
Minecraft apps, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out the latest Android app and game lists! The Raspberry PI version of Minecraft allows for script in Python, making fractal designs, drawings, turtle graphics, simple games, etc. the same can be done on the desktop version with my Raspberry Jam Mod
(here's my Instructable on how to use it) as well as with the side of the fashion server. There is a great book by Keith and O'Hanlon on the Python script for Minecraft, and O'Hanlon's website has a lot of information. Now I've made a mod that lets you do it all with Android Pocket Edition Minecraft. The code works slower than the desktop
edition, but you can still draw nodes, fractals, L-system-based plants, have fun with turtle graphics, etc. The source code here and the installer is on Google Play.In it's Instructable I'll explain how to install my mod and get started with Python coding for Minecraft on a pocket edition on your phone or tablet. (The Bluetooth keyboard is
recommended, but not necessarily.) You'll need an Android 2.3 or a higher device (but devices from the 2.3 era may be too slow for more complex scripts) a copy of Minecraft PE, and some free software. Software. minecraft pe cheat codes android. minecraft pe cheat codes list for android
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